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About This Game

Flash Point is a multiplayer First-person Shooter Game with a ton to offer.
MAIN FEATURES

Quick Play Matchmaking

Server Browser

Team Deathmatch, Free-For-All, Domination

4 Maps

In-Game Weapon Unlocks

Weapon Customization

2-12 Players per match

Large Arsenal of Weapons to Use

Chat System Team/All
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Flash Point is a First-Person Shooter Online game that lets you compete with players all over the world. Battle against players in
multiple terrains from outdoor environments to indoors. Epic battles allowing absolute chaos. With so many players to kill and

experience points to earn to unlock new weapons for battle what are you waiting for?

The game is centered around the idea of simplistic yet addictive gameplay. With multiple different game modes to play you can
pick your battles and fight in totally different scenarios. Earn weapons in this game to make you the best. Fight your way to the

top!

Progressive Ranking System
Challenges to customize your guns
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Title: Flash Point - Online FPS
Genre: Action, Adventure, Free to Play, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Early Access
Developer:
Aidan Gignac
Publisher:
Aidan Gignac
Release Date: 22 Mar, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10

Processor: Intel i3 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM GB RAM

Graphics: Radeon™ RX 460 Graphics or Nvidia Equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Requires a 64-bit Architecture

English
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EDIT - I feel it only fair to update this review after many many hours of play and getting to grips with it. Ive come to the
conclusion there really is a lot of depth to this game that may not be immediately obvious when you first start playing. After
reading the guides for all the various formats of the game and putting these into action the game play has transformed for me. It
really DOES matter how you choose to bowl, how aggressive the batsman are to each shot etc. And I think thats the key - if you
have patience and are happy to play ball by ball you'll find that you do way way better than if you just try and rush through
games by using 'auto play' or even playing whole overs at a time. A fantastic game for those with patience and attention to
detail!

This is a great game on the whole, but with some flaws which take the shine off. From 4 or 5 day game perspective the game is
pretty realistic. I have played many many hours trying lots of different things and have found I win, lose and draw a reasonable
proportion of games. Where the game lets itself down though is with 1 day or 20/20 matches. Again, I have played many hours
and tried many things but lose probably 9 out of 10 matches, regardless of which team I am. I dont have any confidence that the
settings to change how aggressive a batsman will play have any effect, nor the bowling line and length (same goes for 4 or 5 day
games too). In One day games you could be 100-0 chasing 250, and despite the batsman having played themselves in
completely, setting the aggression to a couple of notches above average does absolutely nothing. Even as the run rate increases
rapidly, and if you increase the aggression to try and up the ante, still they are happy with dot balls and the odd 1 or 2 runs an
over. Makes no sense! Your opponents on the other hand will happilly smash 300-350 in a 40 over game, despite you setting a
massively defensive field and bowling outside off stump.
Basically, the game is good fun, but if only the settings that were there to make it properly realistic and tactical worked - then it
would be truly awesome.. I like that this is based on Game of Thrones.
I am a huge fan of the books and then of the TV series.
For the same reasons however, somebody who doesn't know anything of GoT cannot appreciate the game.

Honestly, I did not like at all the mechanics of the game.
Conversations and decisions will impact 4 status bars (military, faith, people, funding), and your goal is to maintain all the bars
below the maximum and above the minimum. Otherwise you die.

The mechanics is confusing, as basically you end up guessing which conversation leads to preserving your precarious
equilibrium between bars.
This leads to playing completely out of character.
That's a pity as the lore of Game of Thrones would be great to explore with options specific to your character.
Anyhow you will eventually die.

This game was not able to keep my interest for long, unfortunately.. This is basically Holoball, Holopoint and Racket NX in one,
with some differences.

The archery game (Bowshot) is a good workout and it got me exhausted pretty quickly even though I thought I was doing okay
with 30/40 minutes workouts in Box VR. The game makes you shoot your arrows, dodge and squat. One good thing it has over
Holopoint is the fact that it won't make you quickly spin around 360 degrees, thus getting yourself entangled with the Vive
cable.

Fracture (the one similar to Holoball/Racket NX) is good fun, although I find it is very difficult to aim the ball where you want
it to go. The first boss had me completely beat. Although I prefer the looks of Racket NX, the problem with that game is the
amount of turning I need to do. If my headset were wireless I would have no issues with that and I wouldn't even bother playing
Fracture, but since I am constrained by a cable, I might wind up playing Fracture more.

Smash is sort of a "3D airhockey" where you use both hands equally and it is actually my favourite of the 3.

I am going to list the 3 games in order of preference:

1. Smash
2. Bowshot
3. Fracture
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As I mentioned before, the game doesn't make you spin around but still manages to keep you moving (especially if you play
Bowshot).

My biggest beef is that the game doesn't seem to respect your boundaries for Fracture and Smash. Fracture spawns your ball at
the beginning of each match right outside of your play area. I suppose you can use your left controller to pull it towards you, but
you shouldn't need to. Luckily, while I have no feet space where the ball spawns (my sofa starts there) there is space above it for
my hands to move freely. Other than that I haven't found it problematic, but that is again probably due to the fact that there is a
sofa in front of me (outside my play area) and not a straight wall.

Smash on the other hand, while it is my favourite from a gameplay point of view, has had me hit my bookshelf/printer two or
three times. That is frustrating, especially since I like that game more than the other two, and since it is using the wider side of
my play area.

My play area is 2.5 x 1.6 m which is a bit bigger than the minimum recommended, although it isn't huge.

Mainly due to the way it treats your space, I give this game a 7/10. If it handled it better it would be higher. While for some it
might get repetitive, I have found very few VR games with full hand controller support that are more than a one trick pony.
Arcade Saga throws in 3 games into one, which basically means you are paying them £5 each. I view VR as a workout outlet
with the added fun of gaming, and this game serves this purpose well.. Hmm... as a game this one isn't very good, but the story
itself I actually generally liked, though I feel like there were a few loose ends even after the big explanation at the end though
only because the game dumps so, so much information on you. I was at least able to follow & figure out some of the plot points
but others sort of felt like they came out of nowhere in the big explanation, though at the same time nothing seemed inconsistent
or outlandish either. For a 2004 game it also looks pretty okay, not great, not awful though. The voice acting is a bit all over the
place, I can tell it's the same voice actor for Watson as the more recent game I played but Sherlock is different and some
characters (especially child characters) sound pretty bad & accents slip a bit too (the developers & actors are all ukranian, I
believe?). But yeah, I recommend using a walkthrough for this one whenever you get stuck, saving often (there are a few points
where you can game over & I hear there are some bugs too, though I did not experience any). The pacing is also a bit slow as
you can only run in some areas which makes for a lot of slow wandering, and there's a lot of pixel hunting... but the story I think
makes it worth it in the end, dunno. Get it on sale, I'd say.. Lots of customization, manually scaling difficulty, smooth and tight
gameplay
After a point you are only really getting bigger numbers though, there's not a whole lot of content, but what's there is really nice
and easily 5+ hours of gameplay. WOULD NOT PLAY I HIT MY HEAD ON A BAR AND DIED. I really wanted to like this
game, but there is just too many bugs with it right now. After multiple restarts, I was able to do contracts (for some reason,
sometimes the contracts list is totally empty and requires you to interact with the tutorial cell phone, atleast was the case for me).
However, even after doing contracts, I found the game much too difficult to stay afloat financially. After making about 5 sales, I
was in the red again a few seconds later. The game has a really cool concept and has some awesome potential, however right
now it really needs some TLC. As of now, the game isn't built for it's demographic: stoners. Its unreliable user interface,
confusing tutorial system and in game financial difficulty you witness at the very beginning of the game result in a very broken
and unforgiving experience. As I said before, this game has some really good potential and I want to like it. As it stands, I
wouldn't recommend buying this right now. Not even for the sale price of $11.99. Love it! One of the greastest games I ever
played which is made by a "two-man-army". I am really impressed and believe this game and the devs have so much potential.
Keep up the good work! I recommend this game for everyone that would love to be in the starting phase of a high potential
game. I also see that the devs are commincting very openly with the community and therefore a lot of people contribute to the
game. I will certainly try to help to make this game one of the best fast paced space shooters in the upcoming years. 10\/10. This
has the potential to be a fun game, but one thing makes it horrible: You cannot skip dialogue. So you are forced to sit and listen
to the same dialogue over and over. If the developers added a way to skip hearing things you've already heard, this would be
much more tolerable. But I can't stand playing it.
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To be stated from the start that I am not a fan of the movie tie-inns of this game, I have only seen the 1st one and I wasn't too
pleased with it, so this review will be based purely on my game experience without taking in account the movies.
 So I installed the first book of this game, I must say it's pretty interesting. I burned through it very quick, but it was highly
enjoyable.
  The visual style, the music, the atmosphere, the dialogue reminds me a lot of "The Banner Saga" (which I consider a big plus).
The dialogue does seem to allow you to take multiple choice and your decisions seem to influence the overall outcome of the
game, though I haven't explored all options to see how deep the ramifications of your decisions go ( did just 1 type of
playthrough).
  The story seems pretty intriguing and well written, Im quite curious to see how the whole affair will end.
  The character development section is pretty solid and the combat system is very very interesting, the mechanics are quite fun,
based on the gear you have equipped you receive certain action cards that you use in combat to perform various actions ( attack,
heal, buff, debuff and mixes in between). The combat is turn based and does not require you to move, turn order is based on
intiative which shown on a bar in the top corner and it can be increased/decreased thus allowing you opportunities to take
multiple turns in 1 round or to make your enemies take a turn once every 2 rounds.
So per short, a lot of combat options and play styles.Overall the combat is pretty balanced.
  The only potential downside is the length of the game(almost 1 hour for the first book and I did all the optional quests), though
I hope the other books will be a bit longer since the game is quite nice and I would like to see more of this.
  So in conclusion I warmly recommend the game to both movie fans and people that did not bother to see the films. If you
enjoyed banner saga and/or are a fan of tactical strategies with a bit of RPG management in the them I strongly recommended
the game, especially since the 1st episode is free and it allows you to make your own impression of the game.
  I for one will buy the season pass as soon as possible.. kicked me right in the nostalgia. I am really enjoying this game so far.
It's a story driven style game and there's no fighting, which I really like. It's a nice break from the typical RPG's I usually play. I
only got stuck once and looked for a walkthrough of this game or something. There are no walkthroughs for this game! O.O
There were a few video walkthroughs on youtube but they all only covered a small portion of the beginning of the game.
Anyways, I finally figured out where I was supposed to go when I remembered that there's a small building on the back, right
side of the church and after that it was smooth sailing.

I'm not sure how many endings there are but the game description says 'over a dozen'. So far I've seen endings' C1, C2, D and
F1. The only thing that could make this game better would be the addition of trading cards and most definitely some
achievments. More specifically, ending related achievements to help you keep track of which endings you've unlocked and
which ones you have yet to see. Other than that it's a great game. I highly recommend it.. Ape out is fast and fun.

Each of the four levels(and their two parts) are well paced and just when you start to get bored a new mechanic appears.

The best part of the game though is the style and music. Similar to Doom 2016, every time you get a kill the music changes in
reaction, with smooth jazz and loud drum crashes. This makes the game exciting as hell and combined with the colorful art-style
Ape out is more of like an emotional expression than a game by the end.

Its not very complex, but its simple, stylish and totally worth the price for about 2 hours of fun.. This is a really odd one, it's
kinda like battleship with extra steps
I have no idea who the target audience is
The game is really odd
It doesnt appear to have a real goal as to what kinda game it wants to be

but it's pretty fun, all things considered, grab it during a winter sale when it goes on for like two bucks. Terribly terrible....
Excellent python development environment - the debugger is especially good.. A great music pack! Well worth the asking price.
Some tracks calming even some reminding me of a "Portal" esk vibe. This one is well worth picking up even if you're searching
for Myst\/Scifi Quality.

Thank you so much for this pack!
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